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Neredekal.com modernizes its infrastructure with
Google Cloud

 

Neredekal.com has partnered with Oredata to modernize its
infrastructure by using Google Cloud. This partnership allows
Neredekal.com to take advantage of the scalability, reliability, and
security offered by Google Cloud's technology.

The challenge
The tourism industry faces a unique challenge during the holiday
season and special days when it comes to scalability. With the
increased demand for travel and vacation packages, companies must
have a scalable infrastructure in place to handle the increased load.
Proper planning and preparation are key to ensuring a seamless
experience for users during these busy times.

The solution
Neredekal.com used Google Cloud's Load Balancers, Compute
Engine, and Kubernetes to solve scalability and reliability challenges
during peak periods. Compute Engine provided a scalable and highly
available infrastructure for the website. Kubernetes was used to
manage and orchestrate the deployment of applications on Compute
Engine, allowing for easy scaling and updates without downtime.

The results
The implementation of Google Cloud's Load Balancers, Compute
Engine, and Kubernetes helped neredekal.com increase scalability,
improve user experience, and handle more users during peak periods.
This led to increased user satisfaction and loyalty. The use of these
tools allowed neredekal.com to take advantage of the power and
flexibility of the cloud.

We at neredekal.com are thrilled with the solution
provided by Oredata and Google Cloud. Google
Cloud's powerful tools have been instrumental in
helping us solve our scalability and reliability
challenges, and it has allowed us to provide a better
experience for our users. We have been able to
handle more users during peak periods, increase our

 efficiency, and improve the overall performance.
Serkan Namlı, CTO, Neredekal.com

About Neredekal Turizm ve İnternet
Hizmetleri A.Ş.
Neredekal.com is a metasearch application that
connects travelers with the best accommodation
options, featuring an extensive range of facilities
and competitive prices. Additionally,
Neredekal.com offers a seamless booking
experience, allowing users to make reservations
with ease using its extensive villa rankings.
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About Oredata Yazılım Limited Şirketi
Oredata is a digital and cloud transformation
consultancy company that helps businesses
modernize and innovate through technology.

Products
Google Cloud Platform


